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Image generated with Google Labs AI for slides



What excites you about AI

Add one word to the word 
cloud that describes what 

excites you about AI

Image AI generated by L Braun using Midjourney. Prompt: 

Image of people of color excited by a new idea in the style of 

MAD magazine midjourney.com 

https://www.midjourney.com/


Linda’s Journey



Linda’s Journey



Linda’s Journey



Dianne’s Journey

Image AI generated by D Connery using 

Midjourney. Prompt: excited kids playing on 

computer in library.

With permission: Created by Awais Khan: 

Credited Zain Khan and Superhuman

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/zainkahn_the-only-chatgpt-guide-youll-ever-need-activity-7075084649441501184-5z90


Juan’s Journey

Prompt: A website for an art gallery featuring landscapes 

from the Pacific Northwest of the USA 

By Juan Rubio for ChatGPT with colors plugin

Figma.com

https://www.figma.com/


Juan’s journey

a watercolor painting of a toad during a rainy day, the toad faces forward in a close up, there are big green leaves and the 

tone of the painting is vibrant with some softs yellow illuminating the toad, the light is soft but the toad stands out --v 5 --s 50  

Midjourney - Juan Rubio



Juan’s Journey

ChatGPT 4

https://openai.com/gpt-4


Definition

AI (Artificial Intelligence) "is the science and 
engineering of making intelligent machines, especially 
intelligent computer programs. It is related to the 
similar task of using computers to understand 
human intelligence, but AI does not have to confine 
itself to methods that are biologically observable 
[emphasis added]." (McCarthy, n.d.)

https://guides.lib.uw.edu/hsl/ai

What is AI Anyway 

Image AI generated by J Rubio using Midjourney. 

Prompt: Representation of AI interacting with 

people in the style of MAD Magazine

https://guides.lib.uw.edu/hsl/ai


Library Context 

Imagine a tool that could help you sort books, suggest 
the perfect book for a reader, or even answer questions
about library hours and services. That tool is programmed 
to learn from the books it sorts, the preferences of the 
readers it interacts with, and the questions it answers. 
Over time, it gets better and better at these tasks. 



Not just fetch and display data but learn from it

ML (Machine Learning) is "algorithms that 
give computers the ability to learn from 
data, and then make predictions and 
decisions." Examples include automatically 
detecting spam emails, suggesting videos 
to watch after finishing one, etc. 
(CrashCourse, 2017)

Image AI generated by J Rubio using Midjourney. 

Prompt: a woman with her back to the camera is pulling 

a book from a bookshelf, another woman facing the 

camera holds a book in her hands and reads from it in 

the style of MAD magazine



Michael A. Nielsen, "Neural Networks and Deep Learning", Determination Press, 2015



Pattern recognition

The difficulty of visual pattern recognition becomes apparent if you 
attempt to write a computer program to recognize digits like those 
above. What seems easy when we do it ourselves suddenly becomes 
extremely difficult. Simple intuitions about how we recognize shapes -
"a 9 has a loop at the top, and a vertical stroke in the bottom right" -
turn out to be not so simple to express algorithmically.



How do machines learn?

Neural networks approach the problem in a different way. The idea is to take a 
large number of handwritten digits, known as training examples, and then 
develop a system which can learn from those training examples.



What are Intelligent Computer Programs?

LLMs (Large Language Models) "can generate natural 
language texts from large amounts of data. Large 
language models use deep neural networks, such as 
transformers, to learn from billions or trillions of 
words, and to produce texts on any topic or domain. 
Large language models can also perform various 
natural language tasks, such as classification, 
summarization, translation, generation, and 
dialogue." (Maeda & Chaki, 2023)

Transformers: a language model architecture 
introduced with the paper "Attention is All You 
Need" by Vaswani et al. in 2017.

Image AI generated by J. Rubio using Midjourney. 

Prompt: a dmv official with a young woman passing 

a driver's test in the style of MAD magazine



AI - an extensive and complex field of study
Google Cloud Skills Boost

https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/


Google Cloud Skills Boost

Generative AI learning path: https://www.cloudskillsboost.google/journeys/118

ai.google

https://ai.google/


What Was Surprising to You

In chat, tell us what surprised 
you during today’s session!

Image AI generated by L Braun using 

Midjourney. Prompt: group of people of color 

looking surprised in the style of MAD magazine 



AI for Libraries 

Image AI generated by D Connery using Midjourney. 

Prompt: Whimsical librarian using a computer in 

MAD Magazine style

Productivity

Libraries are a good place to 
talk about this because we’ve 
prioritized information for the 
public good for a long time. The 
public value is our guiding 
principle.



AI for Libraries Otter.ai

https://otter.ai/


AI for Libraries 

Administrative tasks
Grant writing
Proposals
Data analysis
Collection management
Developing policies

Staff facing 

Public facing

Program planning
Marketing
Translation
Chatbots



AI for Libraries decktopus.com

https://www.decktopus.com/


AI for Communities 

Image AI generated by D Connery using Midjourney. 
Prompt:  teacher explaining advanced math concept 
in MAD Magazine style.

Creativity

Brainstorming

Productivity

Better communication

Computer programming

Finance - stock market

Travel planning

Information gathering/education



Poll: What Type of AI Tools Have You Used

Take our poll to let us know 
what type of AI tools you have 
used.  Feel free to also add in 
the chat how you use those 
tools.

Image AI generated by L Braun using Midjourney. 

Prompt: MAD magazine style image of someone 

painting 



Considerations of AI Ethics



Considerations of AI Equity



Ethical Frameworks



What’s the Role of the Library

Be proactive and get involved 

Be responsive not reactive

Bring vested partners and community members  
into the process of learning and building systems 
for and with AI

Bring curiosity, wonder, bravery, and courage to 
the work

Be innovative and explorative

Be an advocate
Image AI generated by L Braun using Midjourney. Prompt: 
MAD magazine style image showing groups of people of 
color brainstorming ideas together 



In the chat let us know how 
you would like to move 
forward with your learning 
from today as you continue to 
consider AI in the library, the 
community, and more.

What’s Next for You

Image AI generated by L Braun using Midjourney. Prompt: 
people of color moving forward happily in the style of MAD 
magazine



Image AI generated by L Braun using 
Midjourney. Prompt: group of people 
raising their hands to ask a question in the 
style of MAD magazine

QUESTIONS



Thanks for your engagement! Feel free to contact us.

Linda W. Braun
lbraun@leonline.com

Juan Rubio
rubiojuan@gmail.com

Dianne Connery
library@cityofpottsboro.com
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